INVITATIONS

Our beautifully designed invitations are suitable for a variety of different purposes, and are a great way of reaching out to your local community.

Invitation folders (IFA5/6)* are ideal for use as Service folders, Newsletters and Invitations. These A5 & A6 paper and A6 card folders are designed with an attractive cover and three blank pages which can be overprinted with your details as required. Personalise these popular folders using our online customise service. Each pack contains 10 folders.

Invitation cards (ICA5/6)* are flat cards ideal for use as invitations or motto cards, and are available in A5 or A6 size. They are designed to be customised with your own details, using our online customise facility. Each pack contains 10 cards.

Message invitation folders (MFDL)* are ideal for use as an invitation. This is an A4 sheet that folds to DL size which is 1/3 A4. Our message information folders include a pre-printed seasonal message and plenty of space for your details to be customised. Use our online customise facility to personalise your folder with your own text. Each pack contains 10 message folders.

BOOKMARKS

Bookmarks make a great giveaway for friends and family or for churches at your service or outreach event. The reverse side of our bookmarks are blank and can be personalised by using our online customise service. Each pack contains 10 bookmarks.

CARDS

Show how much you care with these great value cards and then give them to all your friends and neighbours. Ideal for local outreach, as a card is likely to be retained for a long time.

Customisable cards (GCB)* have no pre-printed message or verse on the inside, and are printed on 240gsm card. Each pack contains 10 A6 cards, which are suitable for customisation with your own personalised text using our online customise facility.

Non-customisable cards (GC) include the words “Happy Christmas”/“Happy Easter”/blank (if general design) and a Scripture verse, and are unsuitable for overprinting. Each pack contains 10 A6 cards.

*WARNING: These products are not suitable for DIY or Home printing.